Convection and the Extracellular Matrix Dictate Inter- and Intra-Biofilm Quorum Sensing Communication in Environmental Systems
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ABSTRACT: The mechanisms and impact of bacterial quorum sensing (QS) for the coordination of population-level behaviors are well studied under laboratory conditions. However, it is unclear how, in otherwise open environmental systems, QS signals accumulate to sufficient concentration to induce QS phenotypes, especially when quorum quenching (QQ) organisms are also present. We explore the impact of QQ activity on QS signaling in spatially organized biofilms in scenarios that mimic open systems of natural and engineered environments. Using a functionally differentiated biofilm system, we show that the extracellular matrix, local flow, and QQ interact to modulate communication. In still aqueous environments, convection facilitates signal dispersal while the matrix absorbs and relays signals to the cells. This process facilitates inter-biofilm communication even at low extracellular signal concentrations. Within the biofilm, the matrix further regulates the transport of the competing QS and QQ molecules, leading to heterogenous QS behavior. Importantly, only extracellular QQ enzymes can effectively control QS signaling, suggesting that the intracellular QQ enzymes may not have evolved to degrade environmental QS signals for competition.

INTRODUCTION

Quorum sensing (QS) is a microbial communication system that relies on the production, secretion, and perception of small diffusible signaling molecules. This system has evolved to control social behaviors that influence the fitness of microbial populations.12 The genetics and the regulatory pathways of many QS systems are well-documented, and the means by which such cooperative traits are protected from exploitation by QS cheaters have also been described.3–6 The prevailing view is that QS signaling allows populations of cells to assess their density according to the signals accumulated extracellularly. However, many environmental factors, other than cell density, such as mass transport,7,8 confinement,9–11 and signal degradation12,13 can influence extracellular signal accumulation and hence a QS response. It has been shown that small numbers of intracellular Staphylococcus aureus can undergo QS14,15 while modeling16 and in vitro single cell confinement studies further indicated that as few as 1–2 cells per compartment can initiate high-density QS behaviors, including virulence and metabolic pathways needed for survival and growth in a host. This may contrast the requirement of large number of bacteria (1 × 10⁷ to 1 × 10⁹) typically observed for QS induction in macroscopic culture volume.17 Despite these established laboratory models in well-mixed cultures or in microfluidic systems, we have very limited information on how QS is achieved in spatially organized, species-rich microbial communities in natural and engineered environments. Although QS has been implicated in the formation of complex, mixed species granular biofilms and sludge biocakes in bioreactor ecosystems,18,19 QS signals in the liquid phase frequently occur at concentrations (i.e., ~500 pM)19 that are significantly lower than the typical QS thresholds recorded for planktonic cultures (i.e., 10s to 1000s nM).14–19 Hence, it is unclear how biofilm communities may communicate via QS signals and achieve QS regulatory control at such low extracellular concentrations. Furthermore, the levels of QS signals can be influenced by quorum quenching (QQ) organisms that coexist with the QS signal producers in the community. For example, the presence of QQ activity has been shown to delay the formation of granular biofilms20 to quench QS-dependent bacterial infections21,22 and to control biofouling in membrane bioreactors.18 Given QS and QQ organisms commonly co-occur in nature,23,24 the interplay between the
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QS and QQ activities is likely to have important impacts on the behavior of biofilm communities.

Within biofilms, microorganisms often grow as spatially structured cell clusters encased in an extracellular matrix of polymeric substances (EPS).\textsuperscript{19-23,27} The EPS matrix thus serves not only as a protective structure enabling biofilm cells to survive, but it can also partition different populations or communities within the environment.\textsuperscript{7-8} In monospecies cultures, biofilm thickness and the abundance of the EPS matrix have been associated with the ability of the biofilm to retain signals for QS induction under flow conditions,\textsuperscript{7} and the EPS components have been shown to influence communication between aggregates of biofilm populations.\textsuperscript{29-32} The impact of spatial distribution of aggregates of the biofilm on bacterial QS has also been addressed through modelling and microencapsulation technologies.\textsuperscript{7} However, little is known as to how the extracellular matrix impacts QS signaling for microbial consortia with different functions (i.e., QS vs QQ) and how spatial distribution and organization of individual competing populations, as segregated by the EPS matrix, may determine the outcome of communication within biofilm communities.

To address this knowledge gap, we have developed an experimental system to mimic QS processes reflective of open systems of naturally occurring biofilms that have functionally distinct community members.\textsuperscript{19,27} In this biofilm system, each bacterial population was encapsulated within a microliter-scale hydrogel granule and grown into a multicellular aggregate. By patterning these engineered aggregates onto an agar surface, we defined how the spatial organization of functionally distinct organisms impacts the interaggregate communication in different ecological contexts, including the presence and absence of local flow, using both experimental and numerical models.

\section*{Materials and Methods}

\textbf{Engineering of Multicellular Aggregates Using Alginate Polymers.} Sodium alginate solution was prepared by autoclaving 1.3% w/v sodium alginate (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Singapore). Overnight cultures, that is, QS signal producer (\textit{Escherichia coli} EsAl), quencher (\textit{E. coli} AiiO), and reporter (\textit{E. coli} JB252), were washed three times with Milli-Q water. Thirty microliters of each bacterial culture was mixed with 970 μL of sodium alginate solution (1.3% w/v) to reach a final OD\textsubscript{560} of 0.25. Approximately, 4 μL of alginate-bacteria suspension was added dropwise, via a syringe needle (26G), into a sterile CaCl\textsubscript{2} (4% w/v) (Merck, Singapore) solution to crosslink the alginate polymers. The Ca-alginate-bacteria beads, with an average diameter of 1.92 ± 0.04 mm, were formed in CaCl\textsubscript{2} solution after incubation for 20 min and washed twice with Milli-Q water (Figure S1A). To prevent any leakage of QS signal producers or quenchers, the alginate beads of QS signal producers or quenchers were coated with an additional layer of Ca-alginate with a thickness ranging from 0.03 to 0.07 mm (Figure S1B). These Ca-alginate-bacteria beads were grown into multicellular aggregates in nutrient media as described below. The bacterial strains used in this study are described in Table S1.

\textbf{Arraying Multicellular Aggregates into a Microbial Biofilm System.} The Ca-alginate-bacteria beads were arrayed onto a 9 cm Petri dish, containing 1% w/v agarose hydrogel (with a thickness of 2.5 mm) to construct a biofilm system, using the Ca-alginate gelation method. Briefly, 1 μL of sodium alginate solution (1.3% w/v) was added dropwise evenly onto the agarose hydrogel according to the grid at an interval of 1 cm. The Ca-alginate-bacteria beads were placed onto the sodium alginate drops, and 3 μL of CaCl\textsubscript{2} (4% w/v) solution was added to each bead to allow crosslink formation between the bead and the agarose for 10 min. Twenty microliters of 10% w/v lysogeny broth (Lennox, Difco, Singapore), with or without 1% w/v agarose supplementation, was overlaid onto the plate to represent the hydrogel matrix or the aqueous environment, respectively. CaCl\textsubscript{2} (0.095% w/v) was supplemented to each medium to prevent swelling of the beads during the experiment.

\textbf{Imaging and Image Processing.} The plate containing the microbial biofilm system was placed inside a Gel-Doc XR+ system (Bio-Rad Laboratories, Singapore). UV fluorescent images were captured every 15 min with 20 s exposure for the aqueous environment experiment using a green fluorescent protein (GFP) emission (520/530 nm) filter. The exposure time was reduced to 5 s for the hydrogel matrix experiment to minimize the background fluorescence, which was observed to increase linearly with time. The raw data were exported as 1392 × 1040 pixel (91.2 × 91.2 mm pixel size) 16-bit TIFF images for image analysis. To quantify the fluorescence intensity for each reporter aggregate, we first created a binary template image by localizing every reporter aggregate to a new layer using the “Pencil Tool” (size 20 px) of Photoshop software (Adobe, USA) (Figure S1I). The template image was used to determine the mean grey value of each reporter aggregate using the “Analyse Particles” command of ImageJ (version 1.48, National Institute of Health, USA). After normalizing the mean grey value of each reporter aggregate by deducting the background fluorescence over time, the fluorescence intensity of each aggregate relative to a fully QS-activated aggregate (i.e., the relative fluorescence intensity) was determined. The overall shape of the synthetic aggregate and microcolonies of QS signal reporter strain developed within the synthetic aggregate was visualized using a Stereomicroscope (Stereo Discovery V8, Zeiss, Singapore) and a confocal laser scanning microscope (CLSM, LSM 780, Zeiss, Singapore), respectively.

\textbf{Numerical Model.} We modeled the transport of QS signals (i.e., AHL) and QQ enzymes (i.e., AiiO) using advection-diffusion-reaction equations. Details of numerical model and determination of QS activation thresholds are described in the Supporting Information. Briefly, the minimum activation concentration C\textsubscript{QS} was obtained from the experimental data (Table. S2). Similarly, the time delay in granule activation t\textsubscript{delay} after reaching the minimum activation concentration was also obtained from the experimental data. The model parameters such as D\textsubscript{AHL}, D\textsubscript{AiiO}, and q\textsubscript{leak} were tuned using three independent experiments to obtain their values. These model parameters were validated using different experimental scenarios.

\textbf{QS Signal Absorption, Retention, and Release by the Extracellular Matrix.} Alginate beads without bacterial cells were prepared as described above. The alginate beads were exposed to AHLs at final concentrations of 100 nM for 1 h at room temperature. DMSO, which used to dissolve AHLs, was used as a solvent control. After brief washing in Milli-Q water for 5 min, the alginate beads were added to a reporter assay, that is, JB252, to represent the matrix sample while the “washout” samples represent the supernatant. Relative fluorescent intensity was determined at 488/510 nm and
normalized by OD600 for each sample using a microplate reader (Tecan Infinite M200pro, Switzerland). The experiment was repeated three times.

**Statistical Analysis.** All statistical analyses were performed using Prism (GraphPad version 6). Multiple t-tests with corrections using the Holm-Sidak method were performed to compare the QS signal retention by the alginate matrix to the supernatant. The significance levels for the family of comparisons were set at 5%. The corrected P values were reported. Data in all figures show means ± SD (n = 3–6, biological replicates).

### RESULTS

Designing a Microbial Biofilm System for QS Study. An experimental biofilm system composed of individual populations of QS signal producers, responders, and quenchers was assembled to study the impact of the extracellular matrix, hydrodynamics, and signal interference on QS signaling at a macroscale level (i.e., centimeters) (Figure 1). To minimize confounding variables that potentially arise from interactions between different bacterial species, we engineered the QS and QQ functions into different populations of E. coli (Table S1). The signal producer was an E. coli strain harboring a pTrcHis2 plasmid with an acyl-homoserine lactone (AHL) signal synthase, esal, derived from *Pantocea stewartii*, while the signal quencher strain encoded aiiO, an AHL lactonase from *Ochrobactrum anthropi*. Both esal and aiiO genes were fused to a P<sub>lac</sub> promoter and constitutively expressed in all experimental conditions. Esal synthesizes N-(3-oxohexanoyl)-3-homoserine lactone (3OC6-HSL) while AiiO degrades a wide spectrum of AHLs, including 3OC6-HSL. E. coli JB525 is a signal reporter strain that is unable to produce AHLs but detects them with high sensitivity (e.g., 3OC6-HSL at 1 nM) and expresses the GFP in a signal concentration-dependent manner. To simulate densely packed multicellular aggregates (i.e., biofilms), such as aerobic and anaerobic granules in wastewater treatment systems (Figure 1A), individual bacterial strains were encapsulated using alginate polymers to produce aggregates of cells (i.e., granules) with an average dimension of 1.91 ± 0.06 mm (Figures 1B and S1A,B). The aggregation rate was characteristic of the extracellular matrix after 24 h incubation at room temperature (Figure 1C). Using these strain-defined aggregates (defined as producers, responders, and quenchers), we built a microbial biofilm system on the surface of an agarose hydrogel (1% w/v) where the spatial coordinates of each aggregate population were defined along a grid (Figure 1D). Unless otherwise stated, bacterial aggregates were placed 1 cm apart from one another (in coordination x and y). Nutrients for growth were supplied in an agarose hydrogel (1% w/v), representing the extracellular matrix, or in a liquid medium, characteristic of the aqueous environments (Figure 1F). The biofilm was cultured in a dark-chamber, and signaling (activation of the QS reporters, i.e., QS activation) was visualized under UV illumination using a camera equipped with a GFP emission filter (Figure 1E). This setup represents a platform for studying species interactions based on diffusible molecules, such as AHLs and QQ enzymes, in natural communities.

**QS Signaling in a Hydrogel Matrix.** To simulate QS signaling in natural biofilms such as microbial mats, where the organisms are embedded in an extracellular matrix, we used 1% agarose hydrogel (w/v) as the biofilm matrix of the microbial system (Figure 2). In this experiment, AHLs were secreted from two spatially separated, actively growing signal-producing aggregates located at positions (1, 1) and (0, −2) (Figure 2A). Activation of the surrounding reporter populations was uniform and symmetric. Individual reporter aggregates were sequentially activated, where the signal acquisition time for each reporter increased with their distance from the AHL producer, which is a reflection of signal concentration and diffusion rates. To elucidate the mechanism responsible for this pattern of induction, we developed a three-dimensional (3D) *in silico* model that integrated simple AHL diffusion with the dynamic signal production rate. This incorporated the logistic growth of the AHL producer, the abiotic signal degradation rate, as well as cooperative activation behavior of the reporter (Figures 2B, S1C,D and see Numerical Model in the Supporting Information). The model predicted the spatio-temporal changes in signal profiles, showing localized AHL accumulation around the producer (Figure 2C) as well as

---

**Figure 1.** Experimental configuration. (A) Natural multicellular aggregate—a highly structured, multispecies microbial community in the wastewater treatment plant/bioreactor. (B) Synthetic multicellular aggregate—a biofilm model engineered by encapsulating individual strains into an alginate-based hydrogel bead. (C) Microcolonies of QS signal reporter strain developed within an alginate-based hydrogel bead after incubating for 24 h at room temperature. The reporter aggregate was exposed to 100 nM of QS signal (i.e., 3OC6-HSL) for 4 h for GFP induction prior to imaging by CLSM at 488/510 nm. (D) Layout of a microbial biofilm system composed of individual aggregates of QS signal reporters (blue), producers (red), and quenchers (pink) on a 9 cm Petri dish. (E) The setup for time series snapshots of signaling events in the experimental system. The GFP fluorescence, representing QS activation, is visualized under UV illumination using a camera equipped with a GFP emission filter in an enclosed chamber. (F) Illustration of the cross-sectional view of a microbial biofilm system setup on a 9 cm Petri dish. The aggregates were crosslinked onto an agarose hydrogel layer (1% w/v) and overlaid with 10% lysogeny broth (w/v), with or without 1% agarose (w/v) supplementation, to represent the hydrogel matrix or the aqueous environment, respectively. Both QS signal producer (red) and quencher (pink) aggregates were protected with an additional layer of alginate (i.e., hydrogel shield) to prevent cell leakage. QS signals and QQ enzymes are expected to be released from the respective source of aggregates into extracellular space to activate the QS signal reporters (green—on state) or to inhibit reporter activation (blue—off state) by degrading the QS signals. The image for the natural multicellular aggregate (A) is adapted from Tan et al.†
limited signal diffusion away from the producer within biofilms. Diffusivity of the AHL was the only free parameter in this model and was tuned using experimental results that was performed with single QS signal producer bead located at \((0, 0)\). Based on the simulations, the diffusivity of AHL \((D_{\text{AHL}})\) in the hydrogel matrix was determined to be \(4.75 \times 10^{-6} \text{ cm}^2/\text{s}\) (Figure 2D), which is close to the estimated diffusivity of AHL in water, \(4.9 \times 10^{-6} \text{ cm}^2/\text{s}\), reported previously.\(^3\) The difference in activation times between experiments and simulations at the same corresponding positions was calculated as absolute Fréchet distances. This measure denotes the expected time interval within which a simulated activation is bound to be observed in the experimental setting at a given location. The average relative error of mismatch in the QS activation time between the experiment (having two QS signal producer beads located at \((1, 1)\) and \((0, -2)\) as shown in Figure 2A) and numerical simulations was approximately 6\%, and the Fréchet distance showed a maximum mismatch of 3.5 h (Figure 2E), indicating a good match between the experiment and the simulations.

**QS Signaling in a Hydrogel Matrix in the Presence of Quorum Quenchers.** To determine the impact of physical distribution of quorum quenchers on QS signaling in the biofilm context, two signal-quenching aggregates were placed in proximity to \((-0.5, -0.5)\), representing the x and y coordinates, respectively, of the aggregates in the model system) or at a distance away from \((1.5, 1.5)\) the signal producer \((0, 0)\) (Figure 3). Both quenchers exhibited localized QQ effects, and the activation of reporter aggregates was determined by the local concentration of QS signals affected by the distance from both the signal producer and the quencher.

AiiO has been reported to be a cytoplasmic QQ enzyme in the original host *O. anthropi*,\(^3\) and it was therefore assumed here that the AiiO remained as an intracellular protein when it is expressed heterogeneously in *E. coli*. Additionally, the production rate of AiiO was expected to be similar to that of EsaI because both enzymes were expressed using the same
promoter and plasmid system. We therefore performed simulations assuming that no AiiO was released outside the quencher aggregates and that quenching of AHL occurred based on diffusion of the AHL into the quencher aggregates where they are degraded by AiiO in the cells. These simulations suggested that all reporter populations were activated after a certain period of time despite the presence of quenchers. Thus, the effect of QQ was predicted to be negligible, even when adjacent to the quencher aggregates (Figure S2). Because the experimental data showed QS inhibition, these results suggested that QQ activity was not limited to the intracellular/intra-aggregate process and that the enzymes may be released into the extracellular/extra-aggregate space. We subsequently confirmed the presence of extracellular QQ activity outside the quencher aggregate after incubating the aggregate in the growth medium for 6 h or more (Figure S3A,B). The release of AiiO corresponded to the detection of the intracellular (periplasmic) enzyme alkaline phosphatase extracellularly, suggesting that AiiO might be released via cell lysis by a small subpopulation of cells or exported through outer membrane vehicles (Figure S3C). The incorporation of these findings into our existing model enabled an improved and more accurate simulation of the experimental observations of reporter activation with an average relative error of mismatch of approximately 6.5% (Figures 3B, S4A and see Numerical Model in the Supporting Information). The model was subsequently tuned for two free parameters, diffusivity of AiiO and amount of AiiO released by cell lysis (K_{leak}) using experimental results that was performed with two QS signal quencher beads located at (1.5, 1.5) and (−0.5, −0.5). The diffusivity of AiiO (D_{AiiO}) in the hydrogel matrix was determined to be 1.35 × 10^{-6} cm^2/s, which is approximately 3.6 times slower than the diffusivity of the AHL (Figure S5). The average relative error of mismatch in the QS activation time between the validation experiment (having two QS signal quencher beads located at (1.5, 1.5) and (1.5, −1.5)) and numerical simulations was approximately 6.6%, and the Fréchet distance showed a maximum mismatch of 4.3 h (Figure S4), indicating a good match between the experiment and the simulations. Correspondingly, the model predicted minimal AiiO transport in the hydrogel matrix and hence allowed the build-up of the released enzyme around the quencher aggregate over time (Figure 3D). As a consequence, AHL concentrations around the quencher aggregate were predicted by the simulations to be significantly reduced compared to other regions (Figure 3C), although it...
might still be sufficient to allow QS activation, depending on the relative distance to the signal producer (Figure 3A,B). Our numerical model further predicted that dispersed QQ populations would have a greater impact on QS behavior compared to the highly clustered QQ populations (Figure 3E–H). For example, 14% of the responder populations were inactive with the clustered QQ populations (Figure 3E) while up to 35% of the responders, depending on specific configurations, were inactive when the QQ populations were dispersed throughout the system (Figure 3F–H).

**QS Signaling in an Aqueous Environment.** In contrast to the highly organized, symmetrical QS activation pattern observed in the hydrogel matrix (Figure 2A), activation of QS in the open aqueous environment with boundaries (i.e., the aqueous media is facing the open air and confined within a Petri dish) was random and uneven (Figure 4A). The reporter populations were activated independent of their distance from the signal producer. The activation process often occurred unidirectionally, initiating from one edge of the plate with activation proceeding away from that edge until all of the reporter populations were activated. The entire reporter population could be fully activated by a single signal producer in 15.5 h (i.e., with a 6 h interval from the time the first aggregate was activated until all of the reporter aggregates were fully induced), while this might take more than 50 h in the hydrogel matrix model and setup (Figure S6A). Given the discrepancy in the QS activation times, the hydrogel-based numerical model was not able to reproduce the rapid QS induction profile in the aqueous environment, even if the signal production rate was increased 100 fold (Figure S7). For example, a 100 fold increase in the signal production rate only reduced the time to full QS activation by 18 h (i.e., from 52 to 34 h). Thus, it was clear that the irregular and rapid QS activation in the aqueous environment could not be driven solely by diffusion but involves other modes of signal transport, including convection induced by evaporation of aqueous media or an air flow inside the chamber. The presence of a local flow induced by an ambient air flow in the enclosed incubation...
chamber was verified by a drift assay (Figure S8A). When the Petri dish was covered with a lid, the local flow was prevented but evaporation-induced convection remained (Figure S8B). Correspondingly, the rate of QS activation was reduced remarkably in the closed system compared to the open lid experiments (Figure S8C). For example, 88% of the responder populations were activated within 10 h in the open aqueous system (i.e., without lid) compared to only 37% in the closed aqueous system (i.e., with lid) and 8% in the open hydrogel system (i.e., without lid). By incorporating a convection term as a means of local flow and evaporation induction to the hydrogel based model, we simulated the experimental observations in the aqueous environment with velocity being the only free, tuneable parameter and found that an x-velocity of 0.1 cm/s and y-velocity of 0.2 cm/s qualitatively best reproduced the QS pattern (Figures 4B, S9 and see Numerical Model in the Supporting Information). Although it was not possible to precisely simulate the spatial QS activation profile in the experimental data, the simulations predicted similar activation times of 13.5 h for the entire system, with a 5 h interval from the time of activation for the first aggregate until all were induced, indicating a close match between experiments and the simulations.

The simulations subsequently predicted non-circular or asymmetrical signal concentration contours in the aqueous environment (Figure 4C). The signal accumulation was estimated to occur rapidly, and the entire system reached a minimum concentration of 50 nM in 13 h. Interestingly, many signal hot spots, where significantly higher signal concentrations accumulated compared to the immediate surroundings, were found across the system for the early time points (i.e., <9 h). The majority of these hot spots overlapped with the positions of the reporter aggregates, which were encapsulated in the alginate matrix, indicating that the signals may preferentially accumulate in, or are retained by, the matrix. Based on these outcomes, we further hypothesized that AHLs were absorbed by the biofilm matrix (e.g., alginate) from the aqueous environment leading to a higher AHL concentration in the bead over time to enable reporter activation within the matrix. To verify this hypothesis, we exposed alginate beads without bacteria to different AHL solutions, including 3OC6-HSL, 3OC8-HSL, and 3OC12-HSL for 1 h (Figure 4D). After a brief washing, the alginate beads were added to a reporter assay to represent the matrix sample while the “washout” samples represent the supernatant. In all cases, the reporter strain was activated by signals released from the alginate matrix and the level of activation was significantly higher than that of the supernatant (i.e., >5-fold, P < 0.05 for all) (Figure 4E), demonstrating the absorption/desorption of signals into the biofilm matrix. This outcome underscores a crucial role of the biofilm matrix in QS signaling in aqueous environments.

QS Signaling in an Aqueous Environment in the Presence of Quorum Quenchers. Unlike the case for the hydrogel matrix (Figure 3A), the addition of two signal-quenching aggregates at positions (1.5, 1.5) and (1.5, −1.5) in the aqueous environment did not alter the QS activation profile, with the exception of a limited number of reporter aggregates that remained partially inactive after 13 h incubation (Figure 5A). Such experimental observations were also predicted by the simulations (Figure 5B and see Numerical Model in the Supporting Information). While the presence of QQ aggregates had little impact on the pattern of QS activation experimentally (Figures 5A vs 4A), the simulations suggested that the quenchers could strongly suppress the accumulation of high concentrations of the signal (i.e., >10 nM) (Figures 5C vs 4C). For example, in the absence
of quenchers, the entire system was saturated with signals with a minimum concentration of 50 nM by 13 h (Figure 4C), while in the presence of quenchers, the average signal concentration was predicted to be less than 15 nM by 13 h (Figure 5C).

**Extracellular Matrix, Hydrodynamics, and QQ Regulate the Pattern of QS Signaling.** To quantitatively measure the impacts of the extracellular matrix, hydrodynamics, and QQ on QS signaling, we compared the cumulative QS responses of reporter populations in different environments. In these experiments, the spatial coordinates of individual populations in each system were standardized (Figure 1D). The activation time for each experimental condition was normalized by subtracting the time taken for the first reporter aggregate to be activated (Figure 6). In the hydrogel matrix, the normalized time for activating the first 50% of the reporter populations was almost identical (mean difference of 4 h) for experiments with and without the quenchers (Figure 6A). However, the time for activation of 90% of the reporters was significantly longer in the presence of quenchers than in their absence (mean difference of 18 h). In the aqueous environment, the difference in mean activation times between experiments with and without quenchers increased from less than 30 min to more than 6 h as the percentage of activated reporters increased from 15 to 90% (Figure 6B). These findings were consistent with the prediction of AHL profiles in both scenarios (Figures 4C and 5C), indicating a reduced, but global QQ impact on QS.

Importantly, in the absence of quenchers, full QS activation in the aqueous environment could be achieved at least 10 times faster than that in the hydrogel matrix (Figure 6). Even in the presence of quenchers, the duration required to arrive at more than 90% of signal responder populations activated was approximately five times shorter than that in the hydrogel matrix, highlighting the extent by which the interaction with the physical environment may influence QS behavior.

**DISCUSSION**

The spatiotemporal activity of QS signaling and QQ is strongly influenced by the mode of mass transport and/or the biogeography and organization of individual populations in the biofilm system. First, monospecies biofilm studies have indicated the ability of biofilms to retain AHLs at concentrations 1000 fold higher than in the liquid phase, and the biofilm thickness can affect the levels of QS induction under flow conditions. Here, we further show that the EPS matrix of the biofilm controls molecular transport (e.g., QS signals and QQ enzymes) via diffusion mechanisms, resulting in distinct zones of QS signaling and QQ inhibition (Figures 2 and 3). These findings clearly support the hypothesis that QS would be most pronounced in the vicinity of QS organism/population clusters within biofilms. Because the production of an EPS matrix by many organisms is directly regulated by QS, one might speculate that AHL-EPS synthesis/secretion has co-evolved to facilitate cooperative QS behavior to immediate neighbors for population benefits and evolutionary stability of QS, according to the kin selection hypothesis. Similarly, QQ activity would be concentrated within biofilms and thus compete with QS signaling. It is important to note, however, that although the QQ function is localized within the biofilm matrix, the impact of QQ on the QS behavior may vary according to the spatial organization and distribution of different species. Specifically, we found that dispersed QQ populations have greater global influence on the QS behavior compared to the QQ populations present in the clusters (Figure 3E–H). Spatial organization is also an important factor in the control of QS activation. For example, QQ may not be sufficient to inactivate QS when the quenching organism is close to the source of signal production. However, the QQ may degrade a sufficient amount of the signal to prevent signal induction for responders that are also further away from the signal source (Figure 3A,B,H). These observations are likely due to the differences in production rate and diffusivity of the molecules. Hence, these findings suggest a mechanism for heterogenous QS activation in biofilm communities with functionally distinct populations, that is, QS and QQ based on the spatial organization of those functional populations.

In contrast, in an aqueous environment, the transport of molecules was mainly driven by convection, including the local flow and evaporation-induced advection. Although convection in open environment with no boundary, for example, in the flow cell system, dilutes signals and deters QS induction, we demonstrated here that convection in an open environment with boundaries mediates rapid AHL and AiiO dissemination and allows for their activity. For example, in the absence of quenchers, full QS activation in the aqueous environment, under the conditions used here, could be accomplished at least 10 times faster than that in the extracellular matrix (Figure 6). Under these conditions, it was not possible to establish local gradients of QS signals or QQ enzymes, and there was little or no heterogeneity in the QS response of the system (Figures 4A and 5A). In fact, QQ had a limited effect on the QS behavior measured here with a...
low activation threshold of 1.5 nM. Nonetheless, a reduced, but global QQ effect, on QS signaling was predicted (Figures 4C vs 5C) and may therefore affect QS behaviors that rely on higher activation thresholds. These QS signaling and signal-quenching interactions could be particularly relevant in environments where significant hydraulic retention time (HRT, i.e., water retention time) is expected, including water pockets in the rhizosphere, on wetted leaves, in sequencing batch bioreactors, in wastewater treatment plants, or even in the animal gastrointestinal tract. For example, a previous study comparing the quorum size of Pseudomonas syringae on dried and wetted leaves, indicated that the total population on the wetted leaves displayed at least 25% more QS activity compared to that of the dried condition after 48 h of incubation, suggesting that liquid/convection-mediated transport enables interaggregate communication. It is also likely that convection plays a critical role in mediating signal transduction in engineered ecosystems, such as in granular bioreactors where the suspended biofilm granules are constantly mixed by aeration, allowing signal exchange to occur between individual granules in the liquid medium. The observation that the EPS matrix absorbs signals from the environment (Figure 4E) provides a mechanistic insight into how biofilm aggregates effectively perform QS, even at extremely low signal concentrations (i.e., ~500 pM) in a continuous suspended condition. In support of the role of the EPS in QS signaling, it has been shown that amyloid proteins (Fap), one of the key EPS matrices of Pseudomonas, bind reversibly AHLs (i.e., PQS, Pseudomonas quorum signals) in vitro. Further experiments using different EPS types, including EPS extracts from natural biofilm communities and QS signals are necessary to determine the role and specificity of the biofilm matrix in modulating QS activity in natural communities.

The experimental and modeling data show that QQ activity, in the hydrogel matrix, must be an extracellular/extra-aggregate process to have any significant impact on QS. This raises an important ecological question regarding the role of QQ in nature, as the majority of QQ isolates from different environments exhibit intracellular or cell-associated QQ activity, which is presumed to result from a lack of a signal peptide for secretion. Without secretion of the QQ enzyme, the cellular uptake and degradation of the environmental AHL by the QQ organism is probably too limited to compete with the signal production rates by other species. Therefore, our data suggest that the intracellular QQ enzymes may not have evolved primarily to degrade environmental AHL signals as a competition measure as previously proposed, at least not in habitats where the movement of QQ organisms is bound by the extracellular matrix. Instead, it is likely that the intracellular QQ enzymes have evolved to control other important cellular processes; for example, regulating the QS signal level in the AHL producers, acquiring QS signals as a nutrient source or for signal detoxification. Alternatively, for QQ to evolve as a competitive advantage, high production rates of QQ enzymes are needed to counter the much higher population densities of co-occurring QS-producing organisms. We observed extracellular QQ which was also associated with the extracellular activity of alkaline phosphatase, an intracellular (periplasmic) enzyme. This suggests that cell lysis plays an important role in localized QQ activity and could be achieved by a subpopulation of cells undergoing lysis, as was observed for extracellular DNA (eDNA) release in Pseudomonas aeruginosa. While we did not detect QQ activity in the absence of cell lysis, it is also possible that the cytoplasmic AiiO may be released extracellularly via outer-membrane vesicles (OMVs). These OMVs are commonly used to excrete various cellular contents, including virulence factors and long-chain AHLs, in Gram-negative bacteria. However, future studies will be required to evaluate this hypothesis. The lack of a strong QQ effect for intracellular enzymes has significant implications for the development of QQ strains for biotechnological applications whereby QQ is used to control biofilm formation or other QS regulated behaviors. In contrast, stronger QQ effects would be expected if a secreted QQ enzyme was modeled. Indeed, the extent to which an extracellular QQ enzyme may impact on community QS could be readily simulated using our current model. While natural communities are more complex, we have explicitly designed this system to be as simple as possible to exclude erroneous factors such as differences in species growth rates, the production of competition molecules, differences in biofilm formation, maturation and dispersal, as well as differences in signal uptake and perception. In this way, the system described here was used to define the specific impacts of signal production, diffusion, recognition, and signal degradation on QS responses. The results presented here could thus help form the basis for studies of more complex, multispecies communities.
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